Methods:
In this project, my goal is to investigate the performance of various methods for estimating
derivatives of my input signal x[n](my simulation signal model is sin(20*x)+cos(10*x)) which are
added with a small amount of noise.

The first step is to use a technique to get the ideal derivative, this

technique I can choose from backward difference, forward difference and central difference. And than
because there has still noise in my derivative, so the second step I need a filter to solve this problem,
here I can choose a FIR lowpass filter or a IIR lowpass filter to remove noise in order to get a perfect
derivate of my input signal x[n].

Because in this project I just analyze the accuracy of different

methods for estimating derivatives of my signal x[n], so I do not need to implement these methods in
real time, that means I can also use zero-phase lowpass filter. In the following, I use some diagrams
and mathematical expressions to elaborate my methods and their corresponding steps.
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From above, there are 6 combinations to estimate the derivative of signal x[n], however, for each of
these 6 method, I can either use casual filter or zero-phase filter which can be implemented by
MATLAB function ‘filtfilt’ to get my ‘ideal’ derivative , so in total, there 12 methods.

I will compare

the performance of each methods using MATLAB and choose the best one(because the casual filter has
group delay so I put much of my emphasis on the zero-phase filter which tend to be better for
estimates ).
The following diagram is the block diagram for Matlab function ‘filtfilt’.
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Because these two methods for zero-phase processing can only be used for FIR, so in the following,
I will put my emphasis in the first zero-phase processing method (use filter twice).
The algorithm that I use in this project is Bilnear for designing IIR, Winder and Remez for designing
FIR.

Results:
At the beginning, I choose my signal Xn=sin(20*x)+cos(10*x) to analyze different
combinations(different difference techniques with different kinds of lowpass filters),
because this will give me a general idea that which combination will be better for me
to mimic an “ideal” derivative of my signal. In the following, I plot my input signal
without noise and the signal with some noise(white Gaussian noise with a standard

deviation of 0.05), I also plot the signal and the noise in frequency domain.

From the third plot, I found that the SNR is high at the low frequencies and near 1at
high frequencies, so I set the cutoff frequency as 0.1 because from 5Hz to 50Hz, the
SNR will be high(my sample frequency is 100Hz). I set the order for IIR is 6 and
the order for FIR is 60, the Ripple for passband is 0.1and for stopband is 30(I keep the
parameters not change right now because I just want to have a general idea of which
difference techniques and which kind of filter will be better for mimicking my
signal’s derivative).
In the following, I generate outputs(my ideal derivative) which are estimated by
using one of three techniques(forward, backward, central) to cascade with a IIR
lowpass filter. I also use casual or non-casual processing and then compare their
performance .

In the following, I generate outputs(my ideal derivative) which are estimated by
using one of three techniques(forward, backward, central) to cascade with a FIR
lowpass filter. I also use casual or non-casual processing and then compare their
performance .

From above, in total, I use three kinds of IIR lowpass filter:Cheby1, Butter and ellip
and two kinds of FIR filter: Hamming and Kaiser. For each of them, I use three
kinds of techniques: forward difference, backward difference and central difference to
cascade. So, there are totally 15 combinations, for each combination, I also use
non-casual processing(here I use ‘filtfilt’) to compare with casual processing. In the
end, I plot the output and evaluate its performance by comparing it with analytic
derivative of my input signal. Firstly, I found that no matter what combination I use,
casual filter always has a group delay, in these delay, FIR’s group delay is more
serious and about half of the order of the filter. This kind of delay is not good for me
to mimic a perfect derivative of my signal because I will lose some part of derivative
when I use casual process, so I would rather to choose non-casual processing.
Secondly, I found that no matter what filter I choose, central difference will always be
better than the other two techniques(forward and backward), I can see it from the plot
that when I use central difference the blue line(the analytic derivative) will almost
overlap with red line(the output I generate). So, in my following analysis, I will put
my emphasis in using central difference and non-casual processing and use different
parameters to decide which parameters will better for my signal.
In the following, I plot the mean squared error of my estimated output comparing
with analytic derivative, here I plot MSE for using three different IIR lowpass
filter(Butterworth, Cheby1 and ellip).

From the 3D plot above, I found that when cut-off frequency is around 0.14, these
three kinds of IIR filters will have relatively good performance. However, when
using Butterworth I need more filter order to achieve the best result, 10 order might
be a good choice, when using ChebyshevI and elliptic IIR lowpass Filter, I need less
order around 6. For cut-off frequency is 0.14 and order is 10 for Butterworth filter, I
draw the output and compare it with analytic derivative again and calculate the
MSE(the MSE is 0.24).

In the following, I plot output comparing with analytic derivative for cut-off
frequency is 0.14 and order is 6 for elliptic and Chebyshev1.

I calculate the MSE for elliptic is 0.38 and for Cheby1 is 0.41, which means that
their performance are close from each other for my signal, however Butterworth is the
best even it needs more order. I think the reason is that both Elliptic and Cheby1
filter have some ripples along passband and have shaper transition, however,

Butterworth does not have ripples along pass band but has longer transition. My
signal is sensitive to ripples in passband because the amplitude is much more greater
in low frequency , ripples may change amplitude. Moreover, here I use filter twice,
so the amplitude will be easily influenced by ripples in passband. In the other hand,
my signal might allow a little large transition because from 20 Hz, the SNR is about
1(0dB) and cut-off frequency is about 7Hz, shaper transition will have a inadequate
attenuation. So, Butterworth is best for my signal when choosing IIR filter, because
it has flat magnitude in passband and slower roll-off.
In the following, I plot the mean squared error of my estimated output comparing
with analytic derivative, here I plot MSE for using two different FIR lowpass
filter(Hamming and kaiser).

From above, FIR filter need many more orders than IIR filter when achieving a
small MSE, from the 3D plot, I found that the orders for FIR at least 60-80.

From this picture(from other side to see the relationship between MSE and order of
filter, rotate 3D plot, might not be very accurate but give a direct sense), when order
of FIR filter is small, the error will be very large, when the order achieve around 65,
the error become small.

This picture is from the other side to see the relationship between cut-off frequency
and error (rotate 3D plot, might not be very accurate but give a direct sense), from this
picture, I found that the best cut-off for this Hamming FIR filter is around 0.15.

However, the overall performance of FIR filter is better than IIR filter for my signal.
The following picture is the result for fc=0.14 N=60 for Hamming. The MSE is
only 0.15.

In the following, I plot the frequency response for Hamming filter which order is
60 and cut-off frequency is 0.14, I also plot the frequency response for Butterworth
filter which order is 10 and cut-off frequency is 0.14.

I can see that both Hamming and Butterworth filter do not have ripples in passband,
which can not influence the amplitude of my signal in small frequency, however,
Hamming filter has a slower transition between passband and stopband. So the
performance of Hamming filter will be the best for my signal.
In the end, I also directly design a differentiator with Remez exchange algorithm,
which can be used with function ‘remez’ in MATLAB. The following plot is the
frequency response of my directly designed differentiator.

This differentiator should has a derivative characteristic at low frequencies but a
lowpass characteristic thereafter because I do not want to amplify the amplitude in
high frequencies where the signal is influenced by much noise.

The following plot is the performance of output when using this directly designed
differentiator. This method is not as good as the method that use the central
difference and lowpass FIR filter separately because the parameters of directly
designed differentiator seems like harder to choose.

Discussion:
My method can eliminate the group shift of using filter so to decrease the error of
estimated derivative of input signal. Firstly, I plot the Fourier transform of my input
signal and added noise and observe where the SNR is 0.5dB, I will choose cut-off
frequency at this point and then I observe where the SNR become 0dB, from which I
can get a general idea that whether the transition of my designed filter need very small,
if the signal does not allow shaper transition I can use Butterworth filter or FIR filter,
if signal need steep transition, I use elliptical filter with small ripples in passband.
There are also some drawbacks of my method, since my method will use filter twice
to get zero-phase filter, so the amplitude of signal will be influenced by filter twice
and the error will be amplified in some degree, moreover, the order of filter will
become blurred because I use filter twice. The most important thing I want to
improve in the future is that when I observe my output, the two sides of the estimated
derivative seems like have more error because filter’s start-up transition time, which
is near half of order, I should find a good way to solve this problem in the future to
get more accurate derivative. (maybe add some initial condition)
Conclusion:
The central difference for estimating derivative of signal is better than backward
and forward difference, using backward and forward will result in a small shift.
The requirement of order for IIR will be lower than FIR, but FIR seems like more
stable and has liner phase, so when using casual processing, FIR is a good choice

because the shape of derivative will not change, the output will just have the same
time delay. However, this kind of delay is bigger than using IIR because the delay is
half of the order of FIR and the order of FIR is usually big.
Using Butterworth IIR filter has flat passband compared with other IIR filters and
get the good result if the signal does not need a sharp transition.
It is not right that the performance get better when the order of filter get increased,
the order of the filter that needed should depend on input signal. Sometimes,
increasing order will bring an inadequate attenuation.
IIR has less computation than FIR because of less requirement of order.

Appendix:
l

Function for each signal simulation model that I develop

l

Function for three different derivative estimation techniques

l

Function for FIR after difference technique has been taken

l

Function for IIR after difference technique has been taken

l

Function for calculating Mean squared error between analytic derivative and estimated
derivative

function [Fun,dFun,ffFun,fun]= MySignal(x,signal)
switch signal
case '1'
fun=exp(x).*sin(10*x);
Fun=exp(x).*sin(10*x)+0.1*randn(1,length(x));
dFun =exp(x).*sin(10*x)+10*cos(10*x).*exp(x);
ffFun=abs(fft(fun,401));
case '2'
fun=sin(20*x)+cos(10*x);
Fun=sin(20*x)+cos(10*x)+0.05*randn(1,length(x));
dFun=20*cos(20*x)-10*sin(10*x);
ffFun=abs(fft(fun,401));
end
end
%{
In this Function, I create two input signal, one
is exponentially increasing sinusoid and another is combination of sin and cos. fun means noise
free signal, Fun means the signal with noise, dFun is the analytic derivative
and ffFun is the Fourier of input signal
%}
function [xF,dF]=technique(Fun,tech,x)
h=x(2)-x(1);
switch tech
case'Forward'
xF=x(1:end-1);

dF=(Fun(2:end)-Fun(1:end-1))/h;
case'Backward'
xF=x(2:end);
dF=(Fun(2:end)-Fun(1:end-1))/h;
case'Central'
xF=x(2:end-1);
dF=(Fun(3:end)-Fun(1:end-2))/(2*h);
end
%{
In this Function, I create three techniques for mimicking "ideal"
derivative, including a backward difference, forward difference and central
difference, tech means the techniques which I will choose, Fun means the
input signal with noise dF means the derivative I mimick after using these
techniques,xF is its corresponding xlabel
%}

function [ynoncasual,ycasual,b]=FIR(N,fc,dF,style)
switch style
case'Blackman'
b= fir1(N,fc,blackman(N+1));
ynoncasual=filtfilt(b,1,dF);
ycasual=filter(b,1,dF);
case'Hamming'
b= fir1(N,fc,hamming(N+1));
ynoncasual=filtfilt(b,1,dF);
ycasual=filter(b,1,dF);
case'Hanning'
b= fir1(N,fc,hanning(N+1));
ynoncasual=filtfilt(b,1,dF);
ycasual=filter(b,1,dF);
case'Kaiser'
b= fir1(N,fc,kaiser(N+1));
ynoncasual=filtfilt(b,1,dF);
ycasual=filter(b,1,dF);
end
end
%{
In this Function, I cascade a FIR lowpass filter after the first
difference, N means the order of this filter, fc means the cut-off
frequency, style means the differnet windows of FIR that I choose, the
output ynoncasual means the output using noncasual filter, ycasual means
the output using casual filter
%}

function [ynoncasual,ycasual,b,a]=IIR(N,fc,dF,style,Rp,Rs)
switch style
case'Butter'
[b,a]= butter(N,fc);
ynoncasual=filtfilt(b,a,dF);
ycasual=filter(b,a,dF);
case'Cheby1'
[b,a]= cheby1(N,Rp,fc);
ynoncasual=filtfilt(b,a,dF);
ycasual=filter(b,a,dF);
case'Cheby2'
[b,a]= cheby2(N,Rs,fc);
ynoncasual=filtfilt(b,a,dF);
ycasual=filter(b,a,dF);
case'ellip'
[b,a]= ellip(N,Rp,Rs,fc);
ynoncasual=filtfilt(b,a,dF);
ycasual=filter(b,a,dF);
end
end
%{
In this Function, I cascade a IIR lowpass filter after the first
difference, N means the order of this filter, fc means the cut-off
frequency, Rp means the ripple of passband and Rs means the ripple of
stopband,style means the differnet kinds of IIR that I choose, the
output ynoncasual means the output using noncasual filter, ycasual means
the output using casual filter
%}
function [ecasual,enoncasual]=MSE(tech,xF,dFun,ycasual,ynoncasual)
switch tech
case'Forward'
ecasual=sum((ycasual-dFun(1:end-1)).^2)/length(xF);
enoncasual=sum((ynoncasual-dFun(1:end-1)).^2)/length(xF);
case'Central'
ecasual=sum((ycasual-dFun(2:end-1)).^2)/length(xF);
enoncasual=sum((ynoncasual-dFun(2:end-1)).^2)/length(xF);
case'Backward'
ecasual=sum((ycasual-dFun(2:end)).^2)/length(xF);
enoncasual=sum((ynoncasual-dFun(2:end)).^2)/length(xF);
end
%{

In this function, I calculate mean squared error between analytic
derivative and estimated derivative for casual processing and non-casual
processing
%}

